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ABSTRACT:
Ultra-High precision Single-Point Diamond Turning (SPDT) is a widely used machining technology for generation
components with optical grade surfaces. SPDT has been widely used in different industry sectors including aerospace,
biomedical, military, defense, electronics, and entertainment. By using SPDT, manufacturing of optical surfaces with
roughness down to one nanometer, even less than one nanometer, is possible. Recently, the application of nonconventional SPDT techniques during SPDT for improving the outcome of the process has been emerging. Nonconventional machining techniques have been developed and used during SPDT for assisting the process from different
capacities. It has been revealed that by using a sole or a combination of non-conventional techniques during SPDT,
superior results in terms of optical surface roughness and surface profile accuracy could be obtained. However, nonconventional SPDT technologies are novel solutions and more research need to be undertaken in terms of optimizing
these processes and improving their performance. In this study, a novel high-precision hybrid controller is designed and
developed for using in non-conventional SPDT processes. The proposed hybrid controlled has the capability of
automatically and precisely control different non-conventional machining techniques during the diamond turning
process. This controller could be used in a hybrid SPDT platform for controlling implemented machining techniques
and synchronizing them. In addition, this hybrid controller could connect to on-machine metrology devices for inprocess data acquisition, analyzing process parameters, and determining machining conditions. Thus, in-process tuning
of the working parameters is possible. Results of simulations and experimental study have shown the functionality of
the developed controller with sufficient precision to be used in such ultra-precision non-conventional SPDT processes.
KEYWORDS: Ultra-Precision Machining, Hybrid Machining, Non-Conventional Machining, Single-Point Diamond
Turning, Control System, Hybrid Controller.
1. INTRODUCTION
Ultra-high precision machining methods are widely
used in advanced manufacturing of critical components.
Single-Point Diamond Turning (SPDT) is one of the
most accurate machining techniques for cutting surfaces
with accuracy down to one nanometer, even less than
one nanometer [1-3]. This ultra-precision machining
technique has been extensively used in different fields of
industry including biomedical products, body implants,
optical products, defense, military, aerospace,
electronics, and entertainment [4-7]. Fig. 1 illustrates a
standard SPDT platform. Different advanced
mechanisms and high-precision systems are used in
development of SPDT machine platforms.
The application of using high-precision control units
for controlling the performance of the machining

processes in an important term in advanced
manufacturing. A large number of research and
experimental studies have been performed for
developing high-precision controllers to be used on
SPDT platforms, for controlling the machining process
and setting machining parameters while enabling
various machining conditions [8-11].
In standard purely mechanical SPDT process different
factors may influence the diamond turning process and
limit the optical surface generation. Recently, nonconventional machining techniques have been
specifically designed and developed to be used during
SPDT for impacting the workpiece and/or machine-tool
[12-16]. In non-conventional assisted SPDT techniques,
a control unit is implemented within the system, for
controlling the performance of the system and setting
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working parameters of the system. These systems should
be able to automatically control the machining process.
In case a closed loop control system is implemented, the
control system would have the capability of tuning the
machining parameters for setting optimized machining
conditions during the turning process [17-22].

Fig. 1. A typical single-point diamond turning machine
components [1].
Recently, the application of using combined
techniques by integrating non-conventional machining
methods have been emerging. In a hybrid SPDT
platform, more than one machining technique are
assisting the cutting mechanisms. These techniques
work simultaneously and impact the diamond turning
process from different aspects. Therefore, for enabling a
fully automatic procedure while automatically setting
and optimizing machining parameters, a hybrid control
unit is required.
In addition, during non-conventional SPDT
processed, in-process metrology systems for measuring
and diagnosing errors, as well as monitoring the
machining conditions could be implemented. The hybrid
control unit is required to have the capability of
communication with on-machine metrology systems for
acquiring the captured data, analyzing them, and
accordingly, tuning the performance of the working
systems [23]. Measuring different machining parameters
would provide a better perspective of the behavior of
SPDT and the effect of influencing factors on optical
surface generation. In addition, metrology systems can
enable testing machining conditions and their influence
on surface generation using new aspects of SPDT
technology [19], [24-29].
In this study, a Multi-Axis Automatic Hybrid
Controller (MAAHC) is designed and developed to be
used in non-conventional SPDT processes. The
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proposed MAAHC has the capability of controlling nonconventional machining techniques and on-machine
metrology devices. By using the MAAHC in a hybrid
SPDT platform, controlling the performance of the
implemented non-conventional machining techniques,
setting machining parameters, and tuning the machining
factors during the turning process is possible. In
addition, the controller has the capability of connecting
to the on-machine metrology systems for acquiring the
measured data, analyzing the data, and optimizing
machining conditions via tuning the under-control
systems. In following sections, the design and working
principles of the developed MAAHC have been
introduced. Subsequently, the results of experimental
studies performed have been illustrated and the results
obtained have been discussed. At the end, the main
findings of this research have been drawn and guidelines
for future works have been suggested.
2. DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT OF HIGHPRECISION HYBRID CONTROLLER
The main application of using a hybrid controller on
a non-conventional SPDT platform is to control the
performance of the implemented non-conventional and
hybrid machining techniques. The non-conventional
technologies that have been used in non-conventional
assisted SPDT processes are listed as follow:
1) Active vibration systems could assist the SPDT
process by applying mechanical vibrations and
enabling intermitted cutting of the workpiece
surface.
Slow-tool-servo, fast-tool-servo, and
ultrasonic vibration systems have been widely used
during SPDT. Applying a vibration solution during
the turning process could decrease the diamond tool
wear and improve optical surface generation
mechanisms [30-33]. In these systems, by
controlling the frequency of trigger signals, the
frequency of mechanical vibration could be
precisely controlled.
2) Hot machining systems including laser beam
systems and furnace chambers could assist the
SPDT process physically. By using a hot machining
technique, the workpiece surface temperature could
be increased to a specific level before or during the
diamond turning process. Using a hot machining
solution during SPDT would result in decreasing
cutting forces and tool wear while improving the
optical surface roughness of the cut materials. In
addition, by using a hot machining technique, the
brittleness of the material could be improved [3436]. By using high-power AC and DC switching and
control signals, the performance of hot machining
systems could be precisely controlled.
3) Nitrogen cold plasma jet, as well as gas shielding
techniques could assist the SPDT process by
providing a gas shielding during the diamond
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turning process. These techniques could reduce the
chemical affinity of the free carbons of the
workpiece surface and diamond tool. Thus, tool
wear of the diamond tool, optical surface roughness,
and surface profile accuracy could be improved [37,
38]. By using high-power AC and DC switching and
control signals, the performance of gas shielding
systems could be precisely controlled.
4) Applying an external magnetic field around the
cutting zone during SPDT could influence the
process physics and provide more stable turning
conditions. Applying magnetic field around the
workpiece and machine-tool could also improve
thermal conductivity of the paramagnetic materials
and positively influence machining factors
including cutting temperature and material swelling
[39-41]. In this context, by using high-precision
linear movement systems, the position of
implemented magnets in both sides of the machine’s
spindle could be adjusted for centering the magnetic
field or its intensity.
Therefore, the hybrid controller needs to have the
capability of connecting to the implemented nonconventional machining systems and controlling their
performance. Fig. 2 illustrates the working principles of
the MAAHC.
The MAAHC consists of different units which work
independently and simultaneously, for enabling the
control and synchronization of different machining
processes. In this controller, three microcontroller
boards are implemented while performing different
tasks independently in a synchronized manner.

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of the developed MAAHC
[42].
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In this device, the main control units, called primary
controller, is implemented for running the general tasks
of the system while controlling and synchronizing the
implemented secondary control units. A MEGA-2650
REV3 MCU development board with ATmega2560
RIS-based microcontroller is used as the primary control
unit. This microcontroller board provides 54 digital I/O
ports including 14 PWM outputs, 16 analogue inputs,
with 4 universal asynchronous receiver-transmitter
(UART) ports and16 MHz of clock speed.
The analog and digital I/O ports could enable the
capability of communicating with the implemented nonconventional machining techniques while controlling
their performance precisely by using different solutions.
The main application of these Input / Output (I/O) ports
is sending the control signals for running the
implemented non-conventional machining techniques
including gas shielding systems, hot machining systems,
and active vibration systems, as well as executing
control signals for driving motors in linear axes.
A liquid crystal display (LCD) is connected to the
primary controller for monitoring the set machining
parameters and machining conditions. In addition, a
keypad is connected to the primary controller for
enabling setting required machining factors before the
machining process. The set factors could also be
modified during the process by using these humanmachine interfaces. In addition, the primary controller is
connected to high-performance electronic switching
ports for enabling real-time controlling the performance
of implemented non-conventional machining systems.
Two L298 dual full-bridge motor driver boards are
implemented while providing 8 control ports for
executing high-power control signals for driving the
various motors including stepper motors, DC motors,
and servo motors. The primary controller is connected to
motor drivers and transmits control signals with
predetermined sequences for driving implemented
motors. By using a precision linear control system,
Multi-Axis Automatic Controller (MAAC) [43], driving
and controlling two hybrid stepper motors in two
independent linear axes with maximum accuracy of 7.6
nanometer per step is possible [43, 44]. Alternatively,
controlling and driving four DC or servo motors also
becomes possible.
Two secondary control units are implemented in the
MAAHC, which are illustrated in green and blue
background in Fig. 2. In these units, an UNO-A000073
REV3 MCU development board with ATmega328 RISbased microcontroller is used. This microcontroller
board provides 14 digital I/O ports including 6 PWM
outputs, 6 analogue inputs, with a universal
asynchronous receiver-transmitter (UART) and clock
speed of 16 MHz. These microcontrollers are connected
to the primary control unit for data transmission and
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synchronization. The application of these two units are
drawn as follow:
1) The control unit which is illustrated in the green
background in Fig. 2, is specifically designed for
generating a wide range of precise control signals
from 1 Hz to 60 KHz. This signal generator is
implemented for generating control signals for
driving the implemented active vibration machining
technique during diamond turning. Slow and middle
range frequencies, typically under 10 KHZ, could
be used in generating the control signals for slow
and fast tool servo systems. Ultrasonic vibration
systems have a wide range of application in nonconventional SPDT platforms for generating highfrequency mechanical vibrations with frequencies
above 15 KHz. The generated control signals are
then transferred to the high-power switching unit of
the active vibration system. Thus, the system is
capable of generating high-voltage signals with the
frequency of input control signal. Therefore,
controlling the performance and the frequency of
generated mechanical vibrations by using MAAHC
is possible.
2) The control unit which is illustrated in the blue
background in Fig. 2, is specifically designed for
connecting to on-machine metrology systems for
controlling them and acquiring data with contains
measured machining factors during machining
process. In this unit, by using standard
communication protocols, including serial data
transmission and wireless data transmission
solutions including WIFI and Bluetooth,
communicating and data acquisition during
machining process is possible. By using digital I/O
and high-performance switching, controlling the
performance
of
implemented
on-machine
metrology systems during hybrid SPDT processes is
realised.
The specifications of the designed system including
the schematics and electronic circuits design are
previously published in a feasibility study on this hybrid
controller [42]. The specifications and features of
MAAHC are listed in Table 1.
The developed MAAHC has the functionality for
enabling a precise control of the performance of nonconventional machining techniques, including slow- and
fast-tool servo, ultrasonic vibration, laser beam, furnace,
and gas shielding techniques, during different forms of
non-conventional SPDT processes. Fig. 3 Illustrates the
developed MAAHC controller. It could be seen that: (A)
The active vibration systems could get connected to the
control signal generator for generating a controlled highpower signal for driving the active vibration system. (B)
The performance of the laser beam system could be
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controlled by MAAHC through I/O digital ports and
switching gates. (C) The MAAHC has the capability of
generating analog and digital signals; by using logic
gates and switching ports, the performance of gas
shielding techniques including nitrogen cold plasma jet
could be precisely controlled. (D) By using the MAAC
linear control system in design and development of
MAAHC, stepper and DC motors could be derived and
controlled precisely, with nanometric positioning
accuracies. In addition, the MAAHC has the capability
of communicating with on-machine metrology systems
through standard data communication protocols for inprocess measurement, analyzing, and tuning the
working parameters of implemented machining
techniques.
Table 1. Specifications of developed MAAHC.
Hybrid Controller
Output power

2000 Watt

AC output voltage

220 AC

DC output voltage

0 – 24 V

DC output current

25 A

Signal generator output

5 VDC, 1 Hz - 60 KHz

I/O Ports

Analog / Digital Data

No. of Analog I/O

12 Ports

No. of Digital I/O

24 Ports

Standard communication

Serial

protocols

WIFI
Bluetooth

Motor driver output

0-24 V

DC switching

2 Ports, < 800 KHZ

AC switching

2 Ports, < 800 KHZ
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Fig. 3. The developed MAAHC and schematic views of the device.
3. RESULTS
The results of this study are divided into two main
groups; the results of performed simulations, and the
results of experiments using a bench test based on the
MAAHC developed. The obtained results are presented
in the following subsections.
3.1. Modeling and simulations
For evaluating the designed system, simulations
have been performed using MATLAB/SIMULINK
software. The detailed overall design of the developed
MAAHC, as well as the generated output signals of the
system been presented in a previously published work

by authors [42]. Simulation results have shown that the
designed MAAHC has the capability of controlling and
driving precision hybrid stepper motors in two
independent linear axes, with maximum movement
accuracy in micro-stepping mode [42]. From the
obtained simulation results it could be deduced that the
designed control system has the necessary stability,
repeatability, and functionality of the driving stepper
motors with sufficient linear positioning precision. In
addition, the performance of the digital I/O ports and the
capability of the MAAHC in generating different
frequencies of control signals have been proved to be
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precise enough [42]. Therefore, the application of
developing such a MAAHC proved to be feasible.
3.2. Experimental results
The MAAHC has been connected to measurement
systems and analog and digital inputs have been
transmitted to the MAAHC to evaluate the performance
of the device and to analyze acquired data. A twochannel 60 MHz RS Pro RSHS800 Series digital
oscilloscopes was used in the experiment for acquiring
the waveform of control signals generated, as well as
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high-power switching DC outputs. Screenshots of the
oscilloscope’s display have been captured during the
experiment. In the MAAHC, two high-power digital
switching port are implemented for switching highpower DC voltages with high frequency, between 80
KHz to 800 KHz, for controlling and driving the systems
used in a hybrid SPDT solution. Fig. 4 illustrates the
performance of the these switching ports. In this phase
of experiment, output voltages, 5 VDC, squarewaveforms, with frequency of 80, 100, 300, and 800
KHz have been generated.

Fig. 4. The performance of switching ports.
.
In the MAAHC, for controlling and driving active
vibration systems, a precise signal generator is used for
generating precise control signals, triggering the active
vibration systems, and generating mechanical vibrations
with specific parameters. This unit is capable of
generating controllable signals in a wide range of
frequencies from 1 Hz to 60 KHz. With regard to the
range of vibration frequency in active vibration systems,
between 1KHz to 35 KHz, in this phase of experiment,
66

control signals with frequency of 1 KHz, 5 KHZ, 10
KHZ, 20 KHz, 25 KHz, and 40 KHz have been
generated. After the working parameters are set in the
MAAHC, the system is run for generating the control
signals with the predetermined frequencies. Fig. 5
illustrates the output signals generated by MAAHC and
captured by the oscilloscope. It can be seen that this unit
could successfully generate precise control signals in a
wide range of frequency from 1KHz to 40 KHZ.
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Fig. 5. The generated control signals for driving the active vibration systems: 1 KHz, 5 KHz, 10 KHz, 20 KHz, (D) 25
KHz, and 40 KHz.
In addition, the MAAHC has the capability of inprocess measuring of analog signals including cutting
force. The MAAHC has been connected to a highprecision force sensor, with the precision of 0.1 N, for
measuring applied forces via generated analog signals.
An unstable force has been applied to the schematic tool
tip. The system showed the capability of measuring
cutting forces with precision of 0.1 N. The captured data
containing the measured machining factors has been
analyzed and then shown by the MAAHC.

4. DISCUSSION
In non-conventional machining technologies, the
application of an automatic controller for controlling the
machining processes is unavoidable. In SPDT, hybrid
machining methods by using non-conventional
machining techniques, as well as on-machine metrology
systems for in-process monitoring of machining
conditions have been emerging. However, there are still
limitations and complications in such machining
methods. More research needs to be performed on the
different aspects of hybrid techniques including process
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control methods. In a hybrid SPDT platform, a hybrid
controller needs to be specifically designed and
developed for enabling a fully automatic process while
controlling the additionally implemented machining
techniques and metrology systems.
The developed MAAHC has the capability of
controlling stepper, servo, and DC motors. By using a
linear control system, the MAAC, precise controlling of
the movements in independent linear axes is possible.
Simulation results have shown that generated voltage
and current waveforms are precise with 90 degree
displacement between two phases of the stepper motor
[42]. The MAAHC has also the capability of driving DC
motors and servo motors with using MAAC open-loop
control system [43]. With regard to the obtained results
from simulations it could be deduced that the MAAHC
has sufficient stability, repeatability, precision, and
functionality of driving mentioned motors with
sufficient linear positioning precision.
The control signal generator unit of the device could
generate precise control signals for controlling the
vibration frequencies of implemented active vibration
systems. Results of experimental studies have revealed
that the designed system could successfully generate
precise control signals with desired frequency in a wide
range between 1 Hz to 60 KHz. It could be seen in Fig.
5 that the generated control signals with different
frequencies are completely precise and aligned with the
theory.
In addition, a variable power supply is implemented
for providing AC and DC voltages. By using I/O digital
ports, high-power switching, and variable power supply,
different modes for controlling implemented systems is
well covered. By using these features, a precise control
on the implemented hot machining solutions and gas
shielding techniques is possible. Results of experimental
study, illustrated in Fig. 4, show the performance of
switching ports in switching AC and DC voltages.
On-machine metrology systems could also get
connected to the MAAHC via standard data
transmission protocols including serial, WIFI, and
Bluetooth protocols. The MAAHC also could get
connected to analogue and digital sensors for acquiring
data for distinguishing machining conditions. By using
analog and digital I/O ports, acquiring the measured data
from is possible.
Therefore, it could be deduced that the developed
MAAHC has the required functionality with highprecision performance, which could enable using this
controller in hybrid SPDT platforms.
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used for manufacturing of optical components with
surface roughness down to one nanometer. Recently, the
application of non-conventional machining techniques
and surface metrology devices for using in combined
SPDT platforms have been emerging.
In non-conventional assisted SPDT and hybrid
SPDT processes, a precise controller is required for inprocess controlling the performance of the operating
systems, synchronizing their performance in controlled
and predetermined sequences, and real-time tuning their
machining factors. The application of non-conventional
SPDT processes has been recently emerging. More
research needs to be undertaken towards enabling an
ultimate hybrid SPDT solution, where, all implemented
techniques could positively impact the machining
process in a fully automatic procedure in precise and
predetermined sequences, in which the performance of
each implemented system is precisely controlled.
In this study, a multi-axis automatic controller
(MAAC) has been designed and developed to be used in
non-conventional SPDT processes for controlling the
performance of individual non-conventional machining
techniques and communicating with on-machine
metrology systems. The results of simulations and
experimental studies show that the developed MAAHC
has a good functionality to control different machining
techniques while providing enough precision with
regard to controlling their performance and setting
machining parameters.
The developed MAAHC has the capability of
controlling active vibration systems, and parameters of
hot machining and gas shielding techniques. In future
study, the MAAHC controller could be implemented in
hybrid SPDT processes and get connected to
implemented non-conventional machining techniques
and metrology systems; for enabling fully automatic
machining processes and setting the optimized
parameters real-time during SPDT. Using such hybrid
combinations will improve the machining behaviors of
difficult-to-cut materials and the outcome of the various
metal cutting processes.
In addition, with regard to the capability of MAAHC
in wireless communication with other systems; in the
future development on this hybrid controller, a software
could be developed and installed on a computer or tablet,
for controlling the performance of the MAAHC and
performing real-time monitoring of the machining
conditions while saving the measured data for further
off-line research and analyses.
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